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Victoria, British Columbia, Canada
January 8, 2015 | 9 upvotes | by [deleted]

I've lived here for 25 years. There is always a rumoured high ratio of women to men. Most of the ladies at
establishments aren't very warming. But cold approaches in areas that aren't a bar or a nightclub are
wonderful in this little town. Most of the people that live here are white (in comparison to Vancouver for
example.)
It can tend to be a little fish bowl (Victoria's population isn't huge). I'd like to give the locations that tend
to be more favourable for pickup for others but I haven't stopped using them yet.
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Comments

PowerVitamin • 4 points • 9 January, 2015 01:11 AM 

I moved here from Alberta 2 years ago. And feminism is a much stronger epidemic out here. I can confirm that
the the ratio of women to men is higher(more on this later), but more importantly I can confirm that women in
the workplace, at alarming levels, seem very unhappy and distant. Women still eat up the RP stuff, but you will
meet more resistance and many SJWs and BPs. I'll report more when my roots are set out here.

More importantly, I do see the collapse hitting harder out here because the demographic of Old to Young is
much worse. If you combine the bubble of retiring boomers with a larger female population and you get a lot of
cougars (pun unintended) and a lot of quiet streets. I am also not surprised that this is the first places listed on
GEOTRP. Where feminism is the strongest we will find the strongest resistance.

[deleted] • 2 points • 17 January, 2015 06:05 AM 

Moved out from Sask for school, and I've had the worst fucking time in this town. The availability of women
is a sick joke used as a recruiting tool - single women are a minority and there are soooo many thirsty guys.
I've never had any luck finding cougars, let alone women my own age.

I'm pretty miserable to be honest.

PowerVitamin • 1 point • 23 January, 2015 12:54 AM 

The weather out here is fucking fantastic. And I'll continue to use it to my advantage everyday to run/lift.
One day, I'll meet a nice girl who moved here from the mainland, who isn't a completely self-entitled
parasite.

[deleted] • 1 point • 23 January, 2015 04:58 AM 

Isn't the mainland even worse? I'm putting off seriously meeting women until 'grad school'. :( I wish I
posted some of the demands I've gotten from girls.

'My BF won't cum inside me. You need to be my therapist! :'('

oldredder • 1 point • 1 February, 2015 10:17 PM 

Try Wreck Beach near UBC campus. It's a nude beach. You can be very social and play game. Mind you
the game will be different: you're all naked and that changes the social dynamic a lot. Social rules there
are more tribal than you'd be accustomed to. But they're all naked. Up the hill from the beach is the
university. TONS of naked hot college pussy there. But make social in-roads a bit before going all-game.
Also obviously if you're not fit you will fail more easily because there are men there who are incredibly
fit and given the full package is up for review to the ladies all the time - there's no competition.

You have to be fit on a good level to game that scene.

MidnightRain99 • 1 point • 9 May, 2015 07:23 PM 

many SJWs and BPs

Same in Halifax
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